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former Office Coordinator Lynne Evans left the
temperate climate of Nova Scotia to pay a visit to
the

intolerably

hot,

hazy,

humid

heart

of

Southwestern Ontario. They handed off a batch of

magnitude for the association’s stable future and

documents, transferred signing authority, and met

invaluable to the efficient and consistent – not to

with the Western team -- Madeline Bassnett (VP),

mention legal -- functioning of the office. I also

Stephanie Oliver (Office Coordinator), Allan Pero

want to observe that well beyond what doubtless

(incoming ESC editor), and me (President). They

looked to outside observers to be the end of their

relayed oral history, offered wise (and wise-ass)

official term, the Halifax office has continued to do

advice, and responded helpfully to all our anxious

a tremendous amount of work facilitating the

newbie questions. I want to extend huge thanks to

transition, putting files in order, processing travel

Jason and Lynne for taking the time and trouble to

claims, revising the Operations Manual, and

make sure the Western office gets off on the right

compiling and filing year-end financial statements.

foot. Their labour on the incorporation of ACCUTE

We

over the last couple of years, largely invisible to

collegiality, professionalism, ethical rigour, and

members, was a task that is of inestimable

attention to detail Jason, Lyn, and Lynne have
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in

the

Western

office

appreciate

the

brought to their work for ACCUTE; they leave such

Sandra Lapointe (Philosophy, McMaster U) is

a strong and vibrant legacy. Thank you.

working on a collaborative project on Research
and Innovation in Social Sciences and Humanities

ACCUTE has been active on social media in various

Education. This project aims to set up a digital

forms for quite a while, but I’ll

platform that will connect high school teachers to

remind you that we have

university faculty in the Social Sciences and

new ACCUTE Facebook and

Humanities so that they can develop up-to-date

ACCUTE-CAF Facebook pages

content, relevant disciplinary approaches, and

and

feed

expert contacts in various fields without having to

(@ACCUTE_CAF) in addition to our established

take further university courses. She’s working with

Twitter (@ACCUTEnglish) account. This, of course, is

OISE, the Ontario Ministry of Advanced Education,

in addition to the ACCUTE blog/website on which

and

this

representative at a workshop in October at

newsletter

a

appears.

CAF

Twitter

Please

join

the

Historica.ca.

We hope

and

representatives (including the Canadian Historical

to

post

news

of

members,

the

other

a

McMaster

free

with

have

conversation on social media. Spread the word,
feel

University

to

Canadian

association

departments (new curriculum, events, faculty

Association,

changes and accomplishments), or other items of

Geographers,

interest (or amusement) to the discipline. We are

Association,

also always looking for contributors to the blog

Association, and the Canadian Psychological

“English Matters.” If you have an opinion on a

Association) to explore how ACCUTE’s interests and

current issue relevant to the profession (and I know

ideals might align with this exciting project. Please

you do), an interesting teaching and learning

let me know if you have thoughts.

the
the

Association

Canadian
Canadian

of

Sociological
Philosophical

experience or idea, or anything else that you think
would provoke thought and stimulate dialogue,

Following up on the success of our participation in

please contact the ACCUTE office.

the Congress 2016 event “Sharing the Land, Sharing
the Future,” which responded to the challenges of

This summer the ACCUTE office been working with

the 2015 Report of the Truth and Reconciliation

two summer stipend graduate students (Hanji Lee

Commission

and ACCUTE Grad Caucus Secretary-Treasurer

Aboriginal Peoples (on its 20th anniversary) by

Nahmi Lee), plus an undergraduate volunteer

engaging in an interdisciplinary forum about how

(Natalie Wong), who are helping out with office

the academy might work to foster respectful

support and diligently coordinating a membership

relationships between peoples, ACCUTE will be

drive for the Fall term. Expect to be reminded about

involved with the Federation and other scholarly

your memberships, and please spread the word

associations

about the value of an ACCUTE membership to

reconciliation-based programming at Congress

colleagues (see the one-pager at the end of this

2017. This initiative is in its early stages, and we

newsletter). We’ll be turning, as we so often do, to

welcome input from members.

and

in

the

Royal

co-creating

Commission

on

interdisciplinary

our roster of wonderful Campus Representatives to
convey the benefits of the ACCUTE community,

Speaking of Congress, preparations are under way

and to circulate information to their departments.

for Congress 2017 at Ryerson University in Toronto.

Check the list on the ACCUTE website. If your

Next year’s Congress theme, in honour of Canada’s

department or constituency isn’t represented,

sesquicentennial, is “From Far and Wide: The Next

we’d love to hear from you.

150” (for more details, see www.Congress2017.ca).
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On September 29th, our Local Area Coordinator

ACCUTE’s longstanding interest in issues related to

Irene Gammel (Professor and Canada Research

academic contingency and precarious labour,

Chair in Modern Literature and Culture at Ryerson

new Contract Academic Faculty Representative

University),

Stephanie

Oliver

Ross Bullen (OCAD) attended (and live Tweeted)

and I will be attending the

the Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor

Federation Planning Meeting at

conference in Edmonton. His report is included in

Ryerson to lay the ground and

this newsletter.

learn the ropes, and we are thrilled to have
confirmed two exciting plenary speakers who we

CFPs and panel proposals have been flying fast

think are both ideally suited to address the

and furious into and around the ACCUTE office. This

Congress theme with creativity, integrity, and

newsletter contains our General Call for Papers as

insight. Believe it or not, we’re already thinking

well as CFPs for Member-Organized and Joint

ahead to Congress 2018 at the University of Regina,

sessions. Settle in for some stimulating – and lengthy

where Chris Bundock has generously accepted our

-- reading. The numerousness and variety of these

invitation to serve as Local Area Coordinator.

proposals suggest that Congress 2017 will be a
conference not to be missed. Take the time to

This “welcome back” Fall newsletter also welcomes

explore the possibility of submitting a paper

some new members of the ACCUTE Board of

proposal in response to these calls. Note that

Directors. We’ve included their bios and pictures so

ACCUTE provides up to 50% conference travel

you can identify and get to know them. We’re

funding support for graduate students, contract

grateful for their willingness to step up to their

academic

important roles. We also welcome the veterans

members. Our website offers further details on what

back – we’ll be relying on their experience. It’s

makes a good proposal and how proposals are

already clear that working with the Board will be a

vetted. We’d love to see you at Congress.

faculty,

pleasure. As part of his position, and furthering

Stephanie. Madeline, and Manina
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VICE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Madeline Bassnett

The Western ACCUTE office is officially up and

healthy flood of proposals over the next few

running. We’re indebted to the generous guidance

months—don’t wait until the November 1 deadline.

provided by Jason Haslam, Lyn Bennett, and Lynne
Evans, who’ve helped to ease the transition from

Last but not least, a word of encouragement to

temperate Halifax to muggy south-western Ontario.

everyone, as you’re thinking about proposals for

It’s been a smooth and (relatively) stress-free

the

process, aided by Dalhousie’s exemplary model of

memberships

organization and industry. Thank you Halifax! We

colleagues to join. ACCUTE is an important society

hope we can fill your large and capable shoes

for all of us in this period of increasing precarity, and

(dancing and otherwise) successfully. Thanks to the

a healthy membership is crucial not only for our

carefully updated ACCUTE manual, we’ve got at

yearly conference, but also for our necessary and

least a fighting chance, and we’ll be keeping you

ongoing work of education and advocacy.

next

conference,
are

to

make

up-to-date,

sure

and

your

remind

all updated as the year progresses.
We’re well on our way with the planning for the
2017 Congress at Ryerson. After such a wellattended meeting in Calgary, we’re anticipating a
fantastic conference next year in Toronto. We’ll be
heading off to Ryerson in September to begin the
nitty gritty of room selection and investigating
venues for—you guessed it, the ESC Bash and the
Dance Party. We’re lucky to have Irene Gammel—
Ryerson’s CRC in Modern Literature and Culture—
as this year’s LAC. She greeted our inquiries with
immediate and generous enthusiasm, and we’re
looking forward to working with her on the
planning.
Once the office files were handed over, it

As you’ll see in this newsletter, we’ve also been able

was time to celebrate! A toast to Jason, Lynne,

to line up two amazing plenary speakers: George
Elliott

Clarke,

who

is

now

serving

as

and the Halifax team for all their hard work.

the

Parliamentary Poet Laureate, and Sherryl Vint,
whose current work investigates science, science
fiction and the biopolitical. More information about
both speakers is included below. Also in this issue
you’ll find the calls for papers. Apart from the open
call, we’ve received a wide range of very exciting
panel proposals. We’ll anticipate receiving a
4
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COORDINATOR’S MESSAGE
Stephanie Oliver

Hello ACCUTE members! I’m excited to be a part of

or blog ideas to share, please send them along –

the new ACCUTE Office at Western as your

we’re always looking to circulate news among

Coordinator for 2016-18. I became a member of

members.

ACCUTE early in my PhD and have had wonderful
experiences

co-organizing

Plans are already well underway for Congress 2017,

panels, participating in the Graduate Student and

presenting

papers,

and based on the number of exciting panel

Contract Academic Faculty caucuses, and of

proposals we’ve received, the plenary speakers

course, enjoying many an ESC bash and ACCUTE

we’ve lined up, and the board-sponsored panels in

dance party! I love connecting with ACCUTE

the

members and hearing what you’re working on, and

conference will be an amazing one. There will be

I look forward to meeting many more of you in

more details of the conference to come in future

Toronto in May.

newsletters and online, so keep an eye out for

works,

we

anticipate

that

this

ACCUTE

updates. In the meantime, if you have any
I want to echo Manina and Madeline by extending

questions, please don’t hesitate to ask.

my sincere thanks to the Dalhousie team – Jason,
Lyn, and Lynne – who have made this transition
much easier than it could have been. The work they
have done behind the scenes will help support
ACCUTE in the months and years to come. Their
revised and updated Operations Manual alone is
an indispensable resource, and will be adapted
and passed down for future offices. Thanks in
particular to Lynne for answering all my questions,
no matter how small, and for continuing to do so
even though she’s technically “free” from her
ACCUTE duties. It’s a testament to her commitment
to ACCUTE that she continues to support the
transition in whatever way she can.
As the new ACCUTE Coordinator, I will be your first

The ACCUTE Office’s new home in the

point of contact by phone, snail mail, or email

International and Graduate

(info.accute@gmail.com). I am here to answer any

Affairs Building at Western.

questions you might have about membership, the

Come visit us (and the many Canada

annual conference, or Congress in general; I’ll also

Geese)! We’re in room 0N20H.

be working behind the scenes on the website, the
newsletter, and social media (I guess it’s time to bite
the bullet and get Twitter - if only I could keep up
with Manina!). If you have any job postings, news,
5
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MEET THE NEW BOARD
MEMBERS
Manina Jones, Western University

Madeline Bassnett, Western University

President: 2016-2018

Vice President: 2016-2018

I am a Canadian literature specialist whose work in

I’m a specialist in sixteenth and seventeenth-

that field has ranged from early nineteenth century

century non-dramatic literature, with a focus on

to

a

early modern women’s writing. I’ve been doing a

longstanding interest in popular crime fiction. Since

lot of thinking about early modern food culture the

1995, I’ve been a member of the Department of

last few years, which has allowed me to explore

English at Western University. Before that, I worked

some unusual documentary material, such as

at Carleton

University of

dietaries, agricultural manuals, and recipe books.

Waterloo. I hear the title of “ACCUTE President who

As an offshoot of my research, I also teach a

never danced” is up for grabs, and I aspire, for the

seminar on food in early modern literature, which

sake of the dignity of the organization, to attain it.

includes the assignment of choosing and making a

For

seventeenth-century recipe. A highlight for me,

contemporary

more

literature.

I

also

University and the

information,

see

my

have

professional

and I think–despite (or because of) the challenges–

bios here and here.

for the students as well.
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Ross Daniel Bullen, OCAD University

Kala Hirtle, Dalhousie University

Contract Academic Faculty (CAF)

President, Graduate Student Caucus:

Caucus Representation: 2016-18

2016-18

Hi everyone, I’m Ross Bullen. I’m delighted to be

I am a Nova Scotia Research and Innovation

taking up the Contract Academic Faculty (CAF)

Graduate Scholarship-funded PhD candidate at

rep position, and to have the opportunity to build

Dalhousie University. My dissertation builds on my

on the amazing work done by my predecessor, Erin

interest in medical humanities and is tentatively

Wunker. I currently work as a Teaching-Intensive

titled "Altered States of Consciousness: Gender,

Stream Lecturer at OCAD University in Toronto, but I

Nineteenth-Century Medical Discourse and Gothic

have also worked as an LTA at Mount Allison

Literature." My interests also include Popular

University, and as a sessional at McGill University

Culture, Fantasy Literature, and Romanticism. I was

and Western University (which is also where I earned

the

my PhD in American Literature). I’m committed to

Graduate Students in English for two years and

advocating for CAF and future CAF (i.e., grad

president-elect of the ACCUTE graduate student

students), and I believe the best way for me to do

caucus. I look forward to bringing what I have

this is by sharing information. Erin and I have started

learned from these positions to my new gig as

an ACCUTE Contract Academic Faculty Facebook

President for ACCUTE's graduate caucus.

president

of

Dalhousie's

Association

of

page and Twitter feed (@ACCUTE_CAF). I have also
attended and reported on conferences about
precarious
“Confronting

academic
Precarious

labour:
Academic

OCUFA’s
Work”

conference and the 12th biennial meeting of the
Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor. It is my
goal to continue to attend similar conferences and
report back to ACCUTE members, and also to
organize panels on CAF issues at the annual
ACCUTE conference. I’m looking forward to my

Have news to share? Email

two-year term, and also to hearing from CAF, grad

info.accute@gmail.com!

students, and other ACCUTE members.
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Brenna Clarke Gray, Douglas College

Jaqueline Jenkins, University of Calgary

Member-at-large: 2016-18

President, Canadian Association of
Chairs of English (Ex-Officio)

Jacqueline Jenkins is Associate Professor and Head
of the Department of English at the University of
Calgary. She is the author of a number of articles
and essays on medieval women and medieval
texts, as well as on medieval women’s reading
habits, and vernacular religious writing and saints’

Hi, ACCUTE! My name is Brenna Clarke Gray and

lives.

I’m your new Member-at-Large. I did my MA at

Canada

medieval

the

dramatic

information see here.

interest is Canada in comics, both Canadian
of

between

examines

histories of medieval manuscript texts. For more

New Westminster, BC. As a researcher, my main
representations

research

literature, saints’ lives, and the performance

Brunswick, and I now work at Douglas College in

and

current

relationships

Carleton and my PhD at the University of New

comics

Her

in

mainstream American comics. As a member of the
ACCUTE board, I aim to be a voice for College
faculty: for the last few years, I’ve been talking a lot

A big thank you to our

at our conference about the unique professional
concerns of College scholar-teachers, and I hope

returning board members for

to continue that advocacy work. In other words,

continuing to serve

the complaining is now coming from inside the

on the ACCUTE executive!

house. Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you’d
like to chat.

Laura Robinson

Jason Haslam

Mike O’Driscoll

Mark Simpson

(Member-at-Large,

(Member-at-Large,

(Past President)

(Co-editor, ESC)

(Co-editor, ESC)

Prof. Concerns)

Priestley Prize)

(ex-officio)

(ex-officio)

Veronica Austin
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Allan Pero

Call for Papers: English

Incoming Editor (ESC) (Guest)

Studies in Canada
Special Issue on “Transitions”
Co-edited by Mark Simpson and Michael O’Driscoll
On July 1, 2017, ESC: English Studies in Canada will be moving
from its long-time home at the University of Alberta to its new
residence at Western University. To mark this occasion, and
as a parting editorial gesture, the Co-Editors will publish a
special issue on the theme of “transitions.” The theme avails
itself of multiple disciplinary, theoretical, methodological,
cultural,

political,

historical,

and

other

contextual

investments. In recognizing that broad applicability, our
capacious understanding of the term is designed to invite
widespread and diverse interest.

I am the incoming editor of ESC, and will be taking
over the editorial reins from Mike O’Driscoll and

Transition, one might contend, is central to some of the most

Mark Simpson in July 2017. My field is modernist

pressing matters of cultural critique today. The politics of

studies, but my own research is multi- and

sexuality and gender, social justice, revolution, climate

interdisciplinary, encompassing fiction, poetry, film,

change, the anthropocene, carbon dependency, global

and drama. My co-edited collection of essays (with

migration, decolonization—some of the most critical

Gyllian Phillips at Nipissing) The Many Facades of

intellectual commitments of the academy are predicated on

Edith Sitwell, will appear with UFP in 2017; I am

the matter of change. At the same time, transition itself is an

currently working with Dr. Kel Pero on The

unstable theoretical concept: signifying at various moments

Encyclopedia of Cultural Theory for UTP. For ESC, this

mutation,

will be a year of transition; Mike and Mark will of

conversion,

course continue to co-edit the journal, but I will be

adaptation,

metamorphosis,

transition,

translation,

migration,

transposition,

remediation, and so on, the concept is itself always in

invited to their monthly editorial meetings, and

transition. As a theoretical problem, transition invites

hope to visit and learn from their on-site operation

consideration of becoming, causality, and dialectical

at University of Alberta, in order to help make the

movement; as an historical category, transition invokes

move to Western as smooth as possible. We are all

paradigm shift, periodicity, disruption, and continuity; as a

of us at Western thrilled to provide a good home for

political goal, transition requires we think more carefully

the journal, and will strive to continue the great

about efficacies and outcomes.

work Mike, Mark, and the team at Alberta have
done over the past decade.

At this turning point in the history of ESC, we invite full length
papers (6000-9000 words in length) for submission no later
than February 1, 2017. Please direct your correspondence to
dms7@ualberta.ca and mo@ualberta.ca.
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2017 PLENARY SPEAKERS

The 4th Poet Laureate of Toronto (2012-15) and 7th

Sherryl Vint is Professor at the University of California,

Parliamentary Poet Laureate (2016-17), George

Riverside, where she directs the Speculative Fictions

Elliott Clarke is a revered poet. He has invented the

and Cultures of Science program. She is the author

term Africadian and pioneered the study of

of Bodies of Tomorrow; Technology, Subjectivity,

African-Canadian literature. He wrote the libretto

Science Fiction, Animal Alterity: Science Fiction and

for James Rolfe’s acclaimed opera, Beatrice

the Question of the Animal, Science Fiction: A

Chancy (1998), and saw his play, Whylah Falls: The

Guide for the Perplexed, and The Wire, and the co-

Play, translated into Italian and produced in

author of The Routledge Concise History of Science

Venezia, Italy (2002). He is a noted artist in song,

Fiction. She is an editor or co-editor of the books

drama,

and

Science Fiction and Cultural Theory: A Reader, The

poetry. Now teaching African-Canadian literature

Walking Med: Zombies and the Medical Image,

at the University of Toronto, Clarke has taught at

Beyond Cyberpunk: New Critical Perspectives, The

Duke, McGill, the University of British Columbia, and

Routledge Companion to Science Fiction, and Fifty

Harvard. He holds eight honorary doctorates, plus

Key Figures in Science Fiction. She edits the journals

appointments to the Order of Nova Scotia and the

Science Fiction Studies and Science Fiction Film

Order of Canada. His recognitions include the

and Television, and is currently working on a book

Pierre Elliott Trudeau Fellows Prize, the Governor-

project

General’s Award for Poetry, the National Magazine

Speculative Fictions and Speculative Futures.

Gold

fiction,

Award

for

screenplay,

Poetry,

the

essays,

Premiul

entitled

The

Promissory

Imagination:

Poesis

(Romania), the Dartmouth Book Award for Fiction,
the Eric Hoffer Book Award for Poetry (US), and the
Dr.

Martin

Luther

King

Jr.

To join ACCUTE or renew

Achievement

your membership, please

Award. Clarke’s work is the subject of Africadian

visit our website:

Atlantic: Essays on George Elliott Clarke (2012),

accute.ca

edited by Joseph Pivato.
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CONTRACT ACADEMIC
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE
MESSAGE: COCAL XII
Ross Daniel Bullen (OCAD)
The 12th Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor

are we supposed to have any kind of hope for the

(COCAL) conference was held at the University of

future?

Alberta over the first weekend of August. The
conference happens every two years, and rotates

The panelists and speakers I listened to at COCAL

between locations in Canada, Mexico, and the

offered a broad array of answers to that question,

United States. As a first time COCAL attendee, I was

ranging from the intriguingly utopian to the

surprised to discover how many people had been

eminently practical. Nuts-and-bolts stuff about

to

using strategic language in collective agreements

eight,

ten,

conferences.

or

even

That's

all

twelve

twenty-four

biennial

years

was presented alongside calls to topple the Ivory

of

conferences, and more to the point, twenty-four

Tower

years

Contingent,

academic labour hierarchy. Both approaches

precarious, contract, part-time, adjunct, sessional:

were intriguing, although as is often the case with

all of these job descriptions are supposed to

some of the more radical calls to action, the “yes,

designate temporary or supplemental positions, but

but how” questions were left unanswered. There

instead they are the default job categories for an

were too many sessions for me to summarize, and

increasing

North

because of concurrent panels it wasn’t possible for

American academia. This isn’t a new development

me to catch everything. But here are some

– COCAL’s been doing its thing for over two

personal highlights: Pam Palmater’s wonderful

decades – but it does seem to be reaching a point

keynote wherein she connected precarity to

where it is impossible for

colonialism, and highlighted the overlaps between

anyone who works or

academic/union activism and Idle No More; a

studies

higher

panel titled “Living Well In A Precarious World” that

education to ignore the

asked hard questions about how precarity affects

calamitous

of

the mental and physical health of contingent

mass casualization on

faculty; and a series of presentations from COCAL’s

cohort after cohort of

Mexican delegates, who described in harrowing

new

and passionate detail the violence being enacted

of

ongoing

contingency.

percentage

of

workers

in

within

PhD

effects

graduates

and

drastically

Faculty

Longmate

universities. Perhaps the best thing about COCAL is

pointed out in his talk during the first session at

its international scope. It can be challenging to

COCAL, little has been done to reverse the trend of

compare working conditions in different countries –

contingency that has been taking hold over the

or even different states or provinces – but this

past 45 years. When so little has been done by

difficulty is offset by the real sense of solidarity and

tenured faculty and university administrators to halt

purpose that emerged over the course of the

the wholesale destruction of the professoriate, how

weekend. It is useful to remember that precarity –

Jack
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Mexico’s

schools

entire

against

co-founder

in

the

(despite, in some cases, decades of trying). As New
Majority

educators

overhaul

and
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as a symptom of neoliberal capitalism and

change in academia, because they control the

imperialism – is a global, as well as a local,

one thing that university administrators can’t find

phenomenon.

anywhere else: a vast supply of talented, but
cheap, academic labour. So I would suggest that

One thing this conference forced me to think about

groups like ACCUTE, or faculty unions across the

it is how we take the momentum from an event like

country, should make an effort to send grad

this and keep it going in the real world, especially

students and new sessionals to conferences like

among the vast number of contingent faculty

COCAL, in order help push for change at the

members who are not able to attend such

bottom of the pyramid. After all, if the people at the

meetings. I was somewhat surprised to find that, at

bottom decide that they’ve had enough, the

37, I was probably younger than the median age

whole tower really does come crumbling down.

for all attendees, which is not a criticism per se, but
an observation that the people who get to go to

I’m glad I went to COCAL XII. I’d never heard of the

conferences like this are usually folks who’ve been

organization before attending the conference, but

doing the precarity thing for a little while now, and

I’m convinced that they – along with groups like the

have been elected to a position on a union exec

New Faculty Majority (@NewFacMajority) – are

or a professional organization (like me). And in a

doing the crucial work of keeping contingent

way, this does make sense: the people who best

faculty issues in the spotlight. We need more

know these issues are certainly the ones we should

conferences like this. Crucially, though, we need

be listening too. But I spent the whole weekend

more people to be able to go to them. It’s standard

thinking that the people who really needed to hear

for academic conferences to appeal to a narrow

this stuff are the future contingent academic

group of scholars, which has its advantages, but

workers, i.e., the grad students. They are the ones

can also lead to a lot of preaching to the choir. But

who will enter the academic labour force in the

this is a conversation that everybody needs to

next few years and find themselves in a brutal

participate in. Nothing less than the future of the

struggle to secure any kind of teaching work. They

profession – and, indeed, the university itself – is at

will do this because they like teaching, but also

stake.

because they have been told that some (but
definitely not too much!) teaching experience is
required to be considered for a tenure-track job.
Some of them will get those jobs. Most won’t. Some
will stick it out as contingent faculty for a long time.
Most, I suspect, won’t. If academic labour is a
pyramid scheme (a facile, but not unhelpful,
https://www.facebook.com/accutecaf/

analogy), it is the university’s newest and most
vulnerable workers who find themselves at the
bottom of it, trying to not get crushed. And I believe
it is these workers, and the soon-to-be grad students

https://twitter.com/accute_caf

who will follow them, who can be the real agents of
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In Memoriam: Herb Wyile
ACCUTE members were saddened to hear of the
passing of our colleague Herb Wylie (Acadia University)
on July 3, 2016. The following message from Cynthia
Sugars was originally published on the ACCUTE website
on July 4, 2016. A message from Acadia’s Department
of English & Theatre is also available here.

Dear ACCUTE Colleagues,
It is with immense sadness that I write with news of the death of Herb Wyile, on
Sunday morning, July 3rd. Herb was a widely respected and well-loved scholar of
Canadian

literature,

and

co-editor

of

the

journal Studies

in

Canadian

Literature/Études en literature canadienne. He was diagnosed with terminal cancer
just two weeks ago. We were hoping that it could be turned around, but that was
not to be. Those of you who talked to Herb at the Congress in Calgary, where he
was his usual witty and ebullient self, will be shocked by this news, as were we
at SCL/ÉLC. As of two days ago, Herb was still active at SCL/ÉLC, acknowledging his
coming death with courage and dignity.
Herb was an exemplary scholar, a wonderful editor and collaborator, a generous
colleague and mentor, and a treasured friend. As a researcher, he is best known for
his two ground-breaking books, Speculative Fictions (McGill-Queen’s UP, 2002)
and Anne of Tim Hortons (Wilfrid Laurier UP, 2011), the second of which was the
winner of the Gabrielle Roy Prize in English Criticism. He was a razor-sharp editor,
both in his position as co-editor of SCL/ÉLC and as editor of the widely cited
collection Speaking in the Past Tense (Wilfrid Laurier UP, 2007). To all who were
fortunate to know him, Herb was an exemplar of integrity, enthusiasm, good humour,
and insight. His passing is an immeasurable loss to the Canadian literature
community.
With great sadness,

To contribute to The Herb
Wyile Prize in Canadian
Literature established by
UNB and SCL/ÉLC, you
may donate online or
complete and submit this
form by email or post.

Cynthia
Cynthia Sugars
Professor
Co-editor, Studies in Canadian Literature
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ACCUTE 2017: CALL FOR PAPERS

ACCUTE is excited to announce a general call for papers for our 2017 conference,
which will take place May 27 – 30 2017 during the annual Congress of the
Humanities and Social Sciences, being held at Ryerson University. For information
about the conference, travel funding, and other FAQs, please click here.
Below you will find:


General Pool Submissions for ACCUTE (where most proposals will be sent)



Member-organized Panels



Jointly-sponsored panels (panels held at ACCUTE sponsored by other
associations)



CFPs for our affiliated associations

ACCUTE 2017: General Pool CFP
ACCUTE’s general call welcomes papers in
all fields of English studies.
300-500 word proposals are due by November 1.
General Pool Submission instructions:
Please submit all general pool proposals through our online
submission form here.
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Member-Organized Panels CFPs
The following CFPs are for panels organized by members of ACCUTE. (Read through the newsletter,
or click to see the web-versions, of our general, open-field call for papers and our jointly sponsored
panels).
All submissions to member-organized panels should be directed to the contact person named in the
relevant CFP and should include the following (in PDF when possible):





A 300- to 500-word proposal (with NO identifying marks of any kind)
A 100-word abstract
A 50-word bio
A 2017 Proposal Submissions Information Sheet (note: Word file)

Note: You must be an ACCUTE member in good standing to apply for a member organized
session. All submissions rejected by member organizers will be considered in ACCUTE’s 2017 general
pool.
For ease of navigating, we have arranged the member-organized panels alphabetically by title.
The deadline for all proposals is 1 November 2016.

Abject Objections: Things and Objects in Literary Criticism
Member-organized 1
Organizers: Sean Braune (York) & Nemanja Protic (York)
Schools of thought labeled Speculative Realism (SR) and Object Oriented Ontology (OOO) have recently honed as well as
critiqued postmodernism’s conceptualizations of the relationship between (human) consciousness and (nonhuman)
objects. SR and OOO have, in turn, been criticized for their often radically speculative and academic methodology
divorced from concrete ethical and political concerns that include issues of class, gender, race, and sexuality. Literature
(as well as comics and film) that focuses on the human body and the world of objects – including but not limited to the
genres of horror, erotica and pornography, and various forms of realism – is a model locus for explorations of the value
and shortcomings of ideas presented by various theories of the object. We invite participants from across disciplinary
boundaries to present on any aspect of these concerns through theoretical or literary analyses, or through their
intersection.
Please send required files to: sean_braune (at) hotmail (dot) com and nemanjaprotic (at) rogers (dot) com
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A Place into Parts: Disaster, Decolonization, and Eco-critique in the Pacific Northwest
Member-organized 2
Organizers: Christina Turner (Toronto) and Evangeline Holtz (Toronto)
Ecological degradation—and its more pronounced correlate, environmental apocalypse—in the Pacific Northwest is a
significant theme in several recent works of fiction and poetry, including Emily St. John Mandel’s Station Eleven (2014),
Thomas King’s The Back of the Turtle (2014), Rita Wong’s Forage (2008) and the collaboratively-authored poetry project
The Enpipe Line (2012). Such texts register this region in a state of becoming contaminated and/or polluted, evoking
political discourse and activism around proposed pipelines, resource extraction, and impending climate change.
Simultaneously, the ecocritical turn in Canadian literary studies has been recently signaled by the publication of the
collection Greening the Maple: Canadian Ecocriticism in Context (2013), and in work by Travis Mason, Catriona Sandilands,
Rita Wong, among others. We invite papers that address the topic of environmental threats in the Pacific Northwest
through an ecocritical lens. Possible foci include:







Is the Pacific Northwest perceived as a bioregion particularly attuned to environmental apocalypse and/or
renewal?
Can settler and Indigenous approaches to the environment be reconciled? In what ways do Indigenous works of
literature and Indigenous epistemologies challenge the established paradigms of ecocriticism?
How are established literary genres, such as postmodernism and Romanticism, deconstructed by ecocritical
approaches and/or the presence of environmental disasters?
How does environmental racism exemplify and/or disrupt regionalist eco-critique?
In what ways do literature and poetry of the Pacific Northwest challenge anthropocentrism?
How is eco-disaster imagined beyond the literary, i.e. protest, visual and performance art?

Please send required files to: christina.turner (at) mail (dot) utoronto (dot) ca

Austin Clarke’s Critical Neglect
Member-organized 3
Organizer: Paul Barrett (Toronto)
This panel calls for a reassessment of Austin Clarke’s writing. While Clarke was one of Canada’s earliest, most prolific, and
most awarded writers, scholarship on his work remains scarce. This critical neglect is particularly surprising given his
foundational role in Canadian literature; his first short stories predate Frye’s articulation of ‘where is here?’ This neglect
has not gone wholly unnoticed: W.J. Keith describes his Clarke’s writing as “characteristically neglected” and Clarke’s
biographer, Stella Algoo Baksh argues that there is “a dearth of comprehensive examinations of Clarke’s life and writing.”
This panel therefore invites papers that respond to Clarke’s ‘characteristic neglect’ and reconsider his place in Canadian or
Caribbean canons or in the intersections between the two. What unlikely connections are there between Clarke’s work
and so-called mainstream Canadian literature? In what ways does Clarke’s work reimagine a Canadian-Caribbean
creolization that resists placement within a single tradition? Is the neglect of Clarke’s work indicative of a larger neglect of
Black writing in Canada? In what ways did Clarke’s function as a public intellectual shape his literary persona? Does the
absence of sustained Clarke criticism identify a structural aporia in the field of Canadian literature more generally?
Please send required files to: paul (dot) barrett (at) utoronto (dot) ca
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CanLit and the Price of “Progress”
Member-organized 4
Organizer: Lee Frew (Glendon College, York)
Much of the language surrounding the Canadian sesquicentennial, like that of Congress’s theme “From Far & Wide: The
Next 150,” presumes an accepted though mythical teleology of Canadian national development, one in which Canadians
have been delivered to a dynamic present at the threshold of an even brighter future. Just as conventional is this
language’s tentativeness: today’s pleasures remain nascent, tomorrow’s will be more difficult to obtain. As we are invited
to deliberate on Canada’s achievements of the past 150 years and to keep faith in the strength of its global ranking to face
down an always-uncertain future, this panel considers the ways in which persistent cultural anxieties and perceived
existential threats have been narrativized in Canadian fiction throughout its history. From where do these texts see
Canada’s past iniquities, present insecurities, and future imperilments originating? Does social belatedness signify virtue?
How do writers manage the burden of a contested yet shared history? Is globalization represented as the surest
guarantee of cosmopolitanism, or as jeopardizing it? If “the past is a foreign country,” as LP Hartley memorably observed,
is the future not just as antithetical to national narratives, identities, and borders?
Please send required files to: leefrew (at) yorku (dot) ca

Capital and Innovation: Contemporary Experimental Poetics in Canada and the Limits of Critique
Member-organized 5
Organizers: Max Karpinski (Toronto) and Kyle Kinaschuk (Toronto)
This session seeks to cultivate dialogues around contemporary experimental poetics – broadly construed – in Canada to
address the transpositions and dissonances between formations of neoliberal capitalism and innovations in poetic form
and matter. How might we conceptualize the landscape of contemporary experimental Canadian poetics by considering
the ways in which the crises, ruptures, and events of neoliberal capitalism are deeply entangled with poetic creation? At
the limit of the category of the experimental, do poetics of experimentation – poetics that grapple with the category of
the “new” – not both refract and reflect the fetishization of the new by neoliberal capital? What modes of critique, then,
might emerge from experimental poetics in Canada? Is it precisely the very site of the otherwise, the new, that
reproduces the strokes of capital? Do poetics of appropriation or conceptualist modes enact resistances to neoliberal
drives in their refusal of the new? Finally, in the moment of Canada’s Sesquicentennial, how do experimental poetics in
Canada offer modalities of thinking, acting, and being otherwise?
Please send required files to: max (dot) karpinski (at) mail (dot) utoronto (dot) ca and kyle (dot) kinaschuk (at) mail
(dot) utoronto (dot) ca
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Carol Shield’s Advice to Writers
Member-organized 6
Organizer: Nora Stovel (Alberta)
Startle and Illuminate: Carol Shields on Writing (Toronto: Random House, 2016), edited by her daughter, novelist Anne
Giardini, and her grandson, Nicholas Giardini, contains fourteen essays by Shields that focus on advice to writers,
regarding myths about writing, framing and structuring fiction, short stories and novels, the role of romance in fiction,
(auto)biography and fiction, appropriation and preserving one’s privacy, genre and gender, reading and writing, teaching
creative writing, the future of fiction, risk-taking, and several other topics of interest to writers, readers and scholars.
Proposals are invited for papers that honour Shields’ generosity as a critic, editor, teacher, mentor, reader and writer of
fiction by using these newly-collected and, in some cases, newly-published, essays as a starting point for considering the
question of how creative writers can be nurtured in an academic environment. Proposals should explore relationships
between Shields’s essays (including, but not limited to, those contained in this collection) and her creative writing in
fiction and other genres, while exploring the theoretical and practical dimensions of formal and informal creative writing
pedagogy that emerge from her advice to writers.
Please send required files to: nora (dot) stovel (at) ualberta (dot) ca

Coolies and the Legacy of Indentureship
Member-organized 7
Organizer: Kris Singh (Queen’s)
At the “East Indians in the Caribbean Conference” in Trinidad in 1979, Sam Selvon disarmingly titled his opening address
“Three into One Can’t Go—East Indian, Trinidadian or West Indian.” He presented the contradictions apparent in
competing discourses of identification as the descendants of Indian indentured labourers sought to define themselves in
their national and regional contexts. Selvon’s underlying question of how (formerly) indentured labourers establish a
sense of belonging in their new environment is applicable to other sites of indentureship like Guyana, Jamaica, Mauritius,
Suriname, and Fiji. Another identifying label that should be added to Selvon’s triad is coolie, a pejorative that some
Indians have sought to reclaim. It is a word that resonates not only wherever this labour system was implemented but
also wherever these labourers’ descendants immigrated. Grappling with this fraught identity and the legacy of
indentureship has led to diverse works like David Dabydeen’s Coolie Odyssey, Harold Sonny Ladoo’s No Pain Like This
Body, Khal Torabully’s writings on coolitude, and Gaiutra Bahadur’s Coolie Woman. This panel welcomes papers that
respond to such works with potential topics including but not limited to recouped cultural identifiers (like coolie), the
economic determinations of indentureship, cultural memory and migration, and how indentureship organizes
relationships to the environment.
Please send required files to: kris (dot) singh (at) queensu (dot) ca
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Encounter, Orientation, Engagement, Swerve: Art and Politics
Member-organized 8
Organizers: Julia Polyck-O’Neill (Brock) and Ryan Fitzpatrick (Simon Fraser)
In The Politics of the Encounter (2013), Andy Merrifield posits the potential of mass organizing and street protest, turning
to Louis Althusser’s notion of the encounter – a moment where, without guarantees, the swerve of a single element opens
up potential for new social forms. Merrifield’s work echoes other ongoing work invested in the ways political and cultural
practices can alter dominant social and spatial organizations, whether Sara Ahmed’s question of how to orient ourselves
in the world or Glen Coulthard’s and Leanne Simpson’s calls for grounded and ethical engagements with each other. We
welcome papers on the political agency of cultural expression. How does art or literature trigger encounters, orient
bodies, or stage ethical engagements, altering (or failing to alter) social and spatial form?
Potential topics include, but are not limited to:
 Intersections of Artistic and Political Organizing
 Social, Spatial, and Poetic Justice
 Anticolonial, Decolonial, Feminist, Queer, and Antiracist Approaches to Form
 Culture and/as Crisis
 Cultural Production as Affiliation or Coalition Building
 Coterie vs Critique
 Assemblage, System, Structure, Biopolitics
 Ethics, Margins, and Narratology
 Embodiment and Encounter
Please send required files to: julia (dot) polyck-o’neill (at) brocku (dot) ca and rfitzpat (at) sfu (dot) ca

Want to learn more about Ryerson University and
what it has to offer Congress attendees? Click here.
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Ethics and Aesthetics in the Anthropocene: Writing the Environment
Member-organized 9
Organizers: Nicole Birch-Bayley (Toronto) and Olivia Pellegrino (Toronto)
“She can’t pretend to be an invisible translator of another way of life, a recording angel hovering somewhere above the
scene. Touching the skin of an unfamiliar city, she knows she has become a part of what she touches, but she may never
know exactly how . . . [S]he knows that her words can only be a transcription of an elusive, endlessly recurring moment of
first contact. In her swift passage through a new world she moves like a bullet. A small violence. Her writing a record of
damage” (184). —Thomas Wharton, Icefields, 1995
In the past decade, amidst the affective, sensory, and ethical turns in critical theory, in which scholars and critics have
come to increasingly analyze their own embodied positions in relation to their fields of study, there has also been a
growing preoccupation with climate change and a shift in human interaction with the precarious ecologies of the global
environment. The environment now has several valences, not just the environment in an ecocritical sense but also
environments in terms of a spatial ethics and politics.
This panel seeks to interrogate how literary narratives help us as critics to come to grips with and develop new
methodologies for analyzing the environment/environments? It asks: what happens when metaphor is not enough? What
happens when material, sensory, and affective experiences of the environment exceed human metaphor?
We welcome submissions on, but not limited to, the following topics:
 The boundaries or limitations of an anthropocentric critical framework
 Critical self-location when writing on environment(s)
 New modes of engaging with human-centered questions of environment(s)
 Imagining ethical interactions with environment(s)
Please send required files to: nicole (dot) birch (dot) bayley (at) mail (dot) utoronto (dot) ca and olivia (dot) pellegrino
(at) mail (dot) utoronto (dot) ca

Feminist and Queer Approaches to Religion
Member-organized 10
Organizers: Graham Jensen (Dalhousie) and Brandi Estey-Burtt (Dalhousie)
In July 2016, the Anglican Church of Canada voted to allow same-sex marriage. The extensive discussion surrounding the
vote has highlighted the importance of listening to, and making space for, feminist and queer voices in religious
communities. At the same time, religion has been a hot-button topic in terms of how to navigate pluralism and religious
diversity socially and politically. The matter of religious diversity all too often receives attention through the public
policing of gender and sexuality. This panel seeks submissions that explore these issues through the lens of literature and
literary study. How does literature navigate, mediate, and represent feminist and queer identities in relation to religion?
What issues have feminist and queer scholars foregrounded in the literary study of religion?
Topics may include:
 the gendering of religious experience
 gendered approaches to secularism
 feminist/queer reinterpretations/reclamations of religious traditions
 feminist/queer approaches to religion and post-colonialism/decolonization
 the policing of female-identified/non-binary/queer bodies
We welcome submissions examining diverse religious traditions and identities.
Please send required files to graham (dot) jensen (at) dal (dot) ca
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Fictions of Finance in Postcolonial and Diasporic Asia
Member-organized 11
Organizers: Lily Cho (York) and Joanne Leow (Saskatchewan)
This panel takes up the challenges posed by postcolonial Asian literature to the convergence between finance and fiction.
On the one hand, there is an increasing recognition of the fictiveness of finance -- its immateriality, its dependence upon
narrative, the power of it as a narrative. The 2008 global financial crisis introduced terms such as "credit default swap"
and "sub-prime mortgage" into the vernacular lexicon. On the other hand, finance itself was turning to fiction. The most
notable example is Thomas Piketty's Capital in the Twenty-First Century. Many commentators have noted the role that
fiction has in Piketty's analysis. Part of his argument on what he calls patrimonial capitalism (capitalism that relies upon
inherited or accumulated wealth and that increases economic inequality thus causing economic stagnation) relies upon
his extensive use of the novels of Honoré de Balzac, Jane Austen, and Henry James.
However, given the role of Asia in the flow of global capital in the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first century, what
might it mean to think seriously about fictions of finance from postcolonial Asia? Here, we think of fiction from writers
such as Mohsin Hamid, Tash Aw, Kevin Kwan, Zia Haider Rahman, Claire Tham, Larissa Lai, Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan, Hwee Hwee
Tan, Hari Kunzru, Rita Wong, and Avarind Adiga. How might these writers shift our understanding of global capital or
fictions of finance? What other regimes of value are at play? How does this literature decenter western narratives of
capitalism?
Please send required files to: lilycho (at) yorku (dot) ca and joanne (dot) leow (at) usask (dot) ca

Form in the Anthropocene: The Politics of Representation Without Us
Member-organized 12
Organizers: Henry Ivry (Toronto) and Kyle Murdock (Toronto)
Thinking the Anthropocene means acknowledging a world that is beyond human experience and mastery. It is a
recognition of what Eugene Thacker describes as “the world-without-us.” This world-without-us requires a
reconfiguration of the political that seeks to “extend our ability to think and act beyond human experience” (Hamilton, et.
al.). This extension beyond the human, which entails the convergence of temporalities (Chakrabarty) and clashing of
ostensibly incommensurable spatial scales (Morton), is also a formal problem: What are the proper forms of
representation in the Anthropocene? Our panel examines and unearths aesthetic representations which suggest the
possibility of reconstituting the political for a modernity in which anthropocentrism is no longer ethically sustainable. This
is a search for what Bruno Latour describes as “the right interpretive key” to create a new polity that accounts for the
nonhuman. Our panel seeks to bring together papers that are invested in new modes of address that open up the political
to the increasingly indiscernible intersection of the human and the nonhuman. Because 20th Century art exhibits a
proliferation of self-reflexivity about its own aesthetic form, we invite submissions from papers invested in querying the
representational possibilities and limitations of form from 1900 to the present. It is our goal to use this panel to begin
sketching modes of political representation adequate to the challenge of creating new polities for the Anthropocene.
Please send required files to: henry (dot) ivry (at) mail (dot) utoronto (dot) ca and kyle (dot) murdock (at) mail (dot)
utoronto (dot) ca
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Ideating the Creative Humanities
Member-organized 13
Organizer: Prof. Brandon McFarlane (Sheridan)
How might we enrich the humanities through an engagement with the transdisciplinary field of creativity studies? With
the widespread re-imagining of cultural, education, and research policy in Canada vis-à-vis the creative economy,
humanist research and pedagogy demands rethinking to address the cultural, social, and economic realities of the 21st
century. While public scholars have articulated the humanities’ ability to nurture strong critical thinking, communication,
and cultural literary skills, and how these talents allow practitioners to thrive in the new economy, the tendency to
double-down on historical strengths blinkers how the humanities foster other 21st-century skills such as creativity,
tolerance of ambiguity, adaptability, curiosity, imagination, and empathy. This panel asks: how might we nurture a culture
of deliberate creativity and innovation? How might we adapt the humanities to respond to the creative economy and/or
creative city? In what ways might humanists contribute to creativity studies? How does the study of art and culture
enhance our understanding of creativity and/or the creative economy? How might we imagine and produce creative
campuses? What roles might humanists play in government, social enterprise, creative placemaking, and not-for-profit?
Papers will be considered for possible publication in a Special Issue of the University of Toronto Quarterly on the Creative
Humanities, under the guest editorship of Dr. Brandon McFarlane.
Please send required files to: brandon (dot) macfarlane (at) sheridancollege (dot) ca

“It’s come too late for me”: War, Peace, and Commemoration, 1914-Present
Member-organized 14
Organizer: Anastasia-Irene Mangoutas (Queen’s)
In Testament of Youth, Vera Brittain reflects that the Armistice has “come too late”: “[the people] did not cry jubilantly:
‘We’ve won the War!’ They only said: ‘The War is over’” (421-2). This panel addresses practices of memory and
commemoration, particularly relating to the fraught relationship(s) between war and peace, and the ways in which, as
Madelyn Detloff reminds us, we exist in a “‘patched’ present troubled by modernist constellations of personal trauma,
militarized violence, and ‘imperial loss’” (Modernism 10).
How, then, do literature, film, and the visual arts—both Modernist and contemporary—enact these commemorative
processes? How are war and peace represented, both with respect to the Great War itself, and to its relationship with
subsequent conflicts (e.g. Spanish Civil War; Second World War; Cold War; Iraq; etc.)? How does the commemoration of
past conflicts shape our understanding of present and future wars?
Please send required files to: 21aim2 (at) queensu (dot) ca
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Making it Novel: Reinventing Britain and Contemporary British Fiction
Member-organized 15
Organizers: Cynthia Quarrie (Concordia) and Daniel Newman (McGill)
Post-Brexit, Homi Bhabha’s call to “reinvent Britain” by rethinking identity seems as relevant today as it did in 1999.
Politically polarized, threatened by secession, declining in world influence, Britain is in a state of flux. This panel will
explore how contemporary novelists and critics grapple with the lack of what Gordon Brown called in 2006 “a broad
consensus about what Britishness means.” Is the future of the novel similarly uncertain? If so, how do novelists counter or
embrace this uncertainty and participate in Britain’s making, unmaking, or remaking? Is the nation reflected, eulogized, or
ironized by the formal exuberance, the thematic breadth, and the globalized perspective of young British writers such as
Rana Dasgupta, Paul Kingsnorth, and Zadie Smith?
We are organizing this panel as a first step in the formation of a Canada-based forum on Contemporary British Literature,
a forum for exchanging views and CFPs, fostering collaboration, and eventually establishing a formal association and/or
conference. To this end, we welcome proposals on broad historical trends or representative authors or works.
Interdisciplinary and theoretical papers are also welcome. Possible topics include:
 post-colonial melancholy; post-imperial impulses; post-melancholy
 nostalgia; historical fiction; alternate history; dystopia; time travel
 cosmopolitanism; multiculturalism; diaspora; rural/urban divides
 the contemporary Condition-of-England question
 formalism; experimentalism
Please send required files to: cynthia (dot) quarrie (at) concordia (dot) ca and daniel (dot) newman2 (at) mail (dot)
mcgill (dot) ca

Migrant Literatures, Refugee Poetics
Member-organized 16
Organizers: Leif Schenstead-Harris (Seneca) and Mary Eileen Wennekers (OCAD)
In 1984 Edward Said wrote, “Our age, with its modern warfare, imperialism and the quasi-theological ambitions of
totalitarian rulers - is indeed the age of the refugee, the displaced person, mass immigration.” While Said’s observation
has become undeniable, the category of “refugee” remains one that tends to be deployed impressionistically in Western
culture. Emotional criticism of the “unfairness” of segregating refugees and other “classes” of migrants is at best as
effective as “sending thoughts and prayers.” As T.J. Demos states, “Far more radical is universalizing the migrant as the
condition of being human, and determining a politics of quality on that basis” (The Migrant Image 2013).
We invite papers that engage with contemporary non-narrative literature authored by people who have been displaced
by warfare, imperialism, ecological change, or totalitarian rule. These may seek to articulate a method towards “refugee
poetics” akin to Shailja Patel’s concept of “migritude” (Migritude 2008), or work towards refining the concept of migritude
itself.
We ask prospective panelists to consider:
 How do non-narrative forms of representation influence migrant peoples, global politics, and aesthetics?
 What critical standards exist to receive “migrant literary production”? How do these intersect with the politics of
translating, publishing, theorizing, and commenting on literatures from migrant or refugee positions?
 What is it to be “migrant?” To be “refugee?” How can we ensure that this category of subjectivity is approached
with the rigour it deserves and avoid subsuming it under the field of diaspora studies?
Please send required files to: lschenst (at) uwo (dot) ca and mwennekers (at) faculty (dot) ocadu (dot) ca
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New Politics in Early Modern English Literature
Member-organized 17
Organizer: Mark Kaethler (Medicine Hat College)
Since the advent of new historicism and the later development of cultural materialism, politics have been a topic of
interest in early modern literature, and recent studies have asked us to conceive of them in new and broader ways,
whether they be environmental, ecological, or cognitive, and to focus on different and overlooked outlets, such as
pamphlets, free speech, or emotions.
This panel defines politics as an implementation or projection of governance—by a monarch in a kingdom, the head of a
household in a domicile, etc.—and aims to assess early modern literature’s ability to present a wide scope of competing
politics or political relations by offering the interpretation and/or voicing of plural or alternate realities.
The panel welcomes fresh research in new historicism or cultural materialism; (eco)feminist, cognitive, and ecological
approaches; and studies of race, class, affect, manuscript circulation, and rhetoric, amongst other topics. Although the
panel aims to examine politics in the early modern era, studies involving medieval influences or eighteenth-century
afterlives are also welcome.
Please send required files to: mkaethler (at) mhc (dot) ab (dot) ca

New Trends in Asian North American Literature
Member-organized 18
Organizer: John Z. Ming Chen (Xiamen University)
This panel calls for proposals dealing with new trends in, and refreshing critical approaches to, Asian North American
literature. Welcome are explorations and applications of globalization\globility theory; multicultural, cross-cultural, and
hetero-cultural theory; and Eastern aesthetic or ethical theory; as well as East-West comparative philosophical and/or
religious theory, to literary texts. Preferences will be given to analyses of literary texts published in the late 20th- and early
21st century.
Proposals may apply or advance reasonably new critical theories or approaches by consulting, for example, the following:
Four Essays on Aesthetics: Toward a Global Perspective by Li Zehou and Jane Cauvel; Unfastened: Globility and Asian
North American Narratives by Eleanor Ty; Eating Chinese: Culture on the Menu in Small Town Canada by Lily Cho; The
Influence of Daoism on Asian-Canadian Writers by John Z. Ming Chen; and Canadian-Daoist Poetics, Ethics, and Aesthetics
by J. Z. Ming Chen and Yuhua Ji.
Literary texts may include, but are not limited to: Joy Kogawa’s Gently to Nagasaki; Paul Yee’s A Superior Man; Madeleine
Thien’s Do Not Say We Have Nothing; Maxine Hong Kingston’s I Love a Broad Margin to My Life; Amy Tan’s The
Bonesetter’s Daughter; and Ha Jin’s Nanjing Requiem (2011).
Please send required files to: globalmingchen (at) hotmail (dot) com
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Nineteenth-Century Space-Times
Member-organized 19
Organizer: Amanda Paxton (Trent)
The nineteenth century witnessed critical shifts in the perceptions of time and space. Developments in geology and
biology suggested new, expansive notions of space and time, resulting in geological time scales and the concept of deep
time. Meanwhile, as the introduction of Greenwich Mean Time standardized railway schedules, rail travel itself rendered
the experience of space flexible as journey times decreased. Simultaneously, mathematical developments like nonEuclidean and higher-dimensional geometries initiated new ways of measuring space. How did nineteenth-century
literature respond to these changing perceptions and experiences of space and time? This panel seeks to expand on
current investigations into nineteenth-century temporality and spatiality by scholars such as Andrea K. Henderson,
Deanna Kreisel, and Wolfgang Schivelbusch. Topics may include (but are not limited to) the following:
 representations of dimensionality
 gendered experiences of space/time
 parallel dimensions
 urban/rural space-times
 speculative cartography and historiography
 non-Euclidean geometries; n-dimensionality
 hyperspace
 empire and space/time
 counterfactual historical narratives
 fantasy/virtual space-times
 experimental literary forms
Please send required files to: akvpaxton (at) gmail (dot) com

Organicism Revisited
Member-organized 20
Organizer: Adam Carter (Lethbridge)
Figurative identities between literary texts and living organisms run through critical and aesthetic theory from Aristotle
through Coleridge to the New Critics. Yet, over the last four decades or so, perhaps no other critical concept has
undergone as widely shared a critique as organicism and its underlying values: an ideal, natural, relationship between a
literary work’s form and content; the symbiotic and indivisible relationship between the parts and the whole of a work of
art (an “organic unity”); an animating, living, vital spirit that distinguishes the literary text from a mere assemblage of
dead letters; and a sense of proportion by which it can obtain the beautiful. Critics influenced by Raymond Williams or
Paul de Man may have little enough to agree upon but they will likely concur that organicism is a dangerous aesthetic
ideology well-guarded against, particularly in its pernicious tendency to spread out from the aesthetic realm to become a
model of social, political organization. More recently, however, theorists such as Tilottama Rajan and Pheng Cheah,
amongst others, have engaged in a rethinking of organicism as a figure of both aesthetic and political understanding, not
to champion its previous conceptualizations and values certainly, but to question the extent to which it has been
adequately understood by both proponents and detractors and to explore the possibilities that might inhere in an
organicism more attuned to the complexities, nuances, differences, and aporias of organic, life processes.
Proposals for papers are invited which in various ways, through engagements with historical or contemporary texts, take
up and extend this rethinking of organicism and its implications for theory and criticism.
Please send required files to: a (dot) carter (at) uleth (dot) ca
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Oscar Wilde and Life Writing Now
Member-organized panel 21
Organizer: Michele Mendelssohn (Oxford)
Richard Ellmann’s biography of Oscar Wilde came before the world in 1987, the same year Ellmann himself left it. But
Ellmann’s untimely death has not prevented his excellent biography from being canonized and new ones appearing. A
decade after Ellmann’s biography, Stephen Fry took centre stage in Wilde, the feature film. Neil Bartlett’s Who Who Was
That Man?: a Present for Mr.Oscar Wilde, Terry Eagleton’s Saint Oscar , and David Hare’s The Judas Kiss offer their own
interpretations of Wilde’s life. The last few years have seen a steady stream of new biographies and editions of Wilde’s
works, including:
 O'Sullivan’s The Fall of the House of Wilde (2016)
 Friedman’s Wilde in America (2015)
 Morris Jr’s Declaring His Genius (2013)
 Frankel’s Annotated, Uncensored Edition of The Picture of Dorian Gray (2011)
 Bristow’s Oscar Wilde and Modern Culture: The Making of a Legend (2008)
 Oxford University Press’s Complete Works of Oscar Wilde (2000-ongoing)
The time is right for a re-evaluation of Oscar Wilde and life-writing. Panelists are invited to reflect on the following:
 How have biographers and editors since Ellmann represented Wilde, and to what ends?
 What are the politics of reading Wilde and his oeuvre in these ways?
 What critical avenues does life-writing open up for scholars of Wilde and his circle?
 What version of Wilde’s biography have recent productions of his plays and stagings of his life privileged?
 What compromises have such cinematic, dramatic and creative adaptations made?
 How can Wilde’s biography inform pedagogical approaches?
This wide-ranging, discursive panel explores the relationship between Wilde’s biographers, editors, and literary critics
since 1987. It invites papers that are retrospective as well as those that consider how future research might supplement
Wilde’s existing biography.
Please send required files to: michele (dot) mendelssohn (at) ell (dot) ox (dot) ac (dot) uk

Learn more about the 2017 Congress theme,
“From Far & Wide: The Next 150,” here.
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Reading Capitalism and Ecology: New Approaches
Member-organized 22
Organizer: John Z. Ming Chen (Xiamen University)
This panel invites proposals on capitalism and ecological problems caused by it from new critical perspectives, or from old
critical perspectives made new. They can include, but are not limited to: Marxist, neo-Marxist, Daoist, Deep Ecological,
Confucian, Buddhist, feminist, postcolonial, ethical, and others. Literary texts to be (re-)interpreted can be from Canadian,
or American, or British literature; all periods are welcome, but late 20th-century and 21st-century products are preferred.
For critical and theoretical approaches, please consult relevant parts in Vincent Leitch’s revised, 2010 edition of The
Norton Anthology of Theory & Criticism and in Richard Lane’s edited Global Literary Theory: An Anthology (2013),
respectively; H. Gustav Klaus and Valentine Cunningham’s edited Ecology and the Literature of the British Left: The Red
and the Green (2012); John Z. Ming Chen and Ji Yuhua’s Marxism and 20th-century English-Canadian Novels (2015) and
Canadian-Daoist Poetics, Ethics, and Aesthetics (2016); T. Eagleton’s Why Marx Was Right (2011), pp. 95-96, 226-237; D.
M. R. Bentley’s The Gay]grey Moose: Essays on the Ecologies and Mythologies of Canadian Poetry, 1690-1990 (1992);
Daoism and Ecology edited by N.J. Girardot et al (2001); Buddhism and Ecology edited by M. E. Tucker and D. R. Williams
(1998); and Confucianism and Ecology (1998) edited by M. E. Tucker and J. Berthrong. Proposals are expected to address
the adverse effects of global capitalism on ecology, as well as possible imaginary, aesthetic, or utopian solutions, by
focusing literary texts. The latter may include, but are not limited to the following: Margaret Atwood’s The
Penelopiad/Oryx and Crake; Robin Mathews’ The Death of Socialism or Being Canadian in Dirty Imperialist Times; Paul
Yee’s A Superior Man; Madeleine Thien’s Do Not Say We Have Nothing; and Maxine Hong Kingston’s I Love a Broad
Margin to My Life.
Please send required files to: globalmingchen (at) hotmail (dot) com

Taking Drugs Literally — Troping the Human and Turning a Phrase
Member-organized 23
Organizer: David Carruthers (Queen’s)
A satirical post on a bulletin board in a hallway of a university arts building condemns the literary genius — citing
Shakespeare, Coleridge, Yeats, Baudelaire, Poe, Hemingway, the Beats, and others — for the use of performanceenhancing drugs, proposing that we take anti-doping measures to cull the canon of those who would cheat at their
craft. Jesting aside, however, such satire points not only toward the near-ubiquity of psychotropic plant use to the literary
imagination, but also to the cultural expectation placed upon the artist to trope, to turn the mind as well as the word.
Michel Foucault, in his “Lost Interview,” identifies the impetus of illicit drugs “to erase limits, to reject divisions, to put
away all prohibitions, and then ask oneself the question, What has become of knowledge?” This timely, experimental
panel invites us to take drugs literally, answering Foucault’s question by addressing the culture-making properties of
plants and drugs in relation to the literary text. Papers may treat the licit — Atwood’s musings on birth control; DeLillo’s
Dylar; Shakespeare’s “insane root”; Huxley’s Soma — or illicit — Burroughs’ heroin; Dick’s LSD; De Quincey’s opium; King’s
cocaine — or the vast grey area (and matter) in between. Drugs may include the fictional or factual, recreational or
medicinal, literary representations or biographical accounts.
Contributions may want to address topics including, but not limited to addiction, drug and plant policy, cultivation and
production, commoditization, medicine, biopolitics, psychedelia and ecodelia, countercultures, mysticism, sorcery,
indigenous knowledges, orientalisms, madness, criminality and incarceration, phenomenology, transhumanism,
posthumanism, plant-thinking, or anything else to emerge from these ancient-yet-novel hybridisms.
Please send required files to: environmentalhumanist (at) gmail (dot) com
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Teaching For Millennials: The Twenty-First Century English Lit Classroom
Member-organized 24
Organizer: Andre Cormier (Fanshawe)
What does it look like to teach English Literature in the twenty-first century? Now firmly planted within a new century,
and millennium, educators are taking stock of their changing classroom environments, and advancing revolutionary shifts
in curriculum development and teaching philosophy, but what do these shifts actually look like “in the trenches?” This
panel will ask speakers to invite attendees into their classrooms. Speakers will offer a mini-classroom experience of no
more than twenty minutes. They may present exactly as they might in their own classroom, or they may annotate a longer
lesson plan while showcasing resources and strategy. Resource sharing and roundtable discussion will follow.
Presentations should highlight twenty-first century pedagogical best-practices, including: universal design of learning,
blended or hybrid delivery, flipped classroom initiatives, active modules, project-based learning, collaborative learning,
gamification; and should consider how we absorb new literacies (media literacy/digital literacy/mobile literacy) into our
continued support of print literacy.
Please send required files to: acormier (at) fanshawec (dot) ca

The Canadian War in Afghanistan: Narrative Perspectives, Research Directions
Member-organized 25
Organizer: Michael Zeitlin (UBC)
This panel seeks to delineate some pathways of research and inquiry and to compile a comprehensive bibliography. Key
works in the archive would include David Bercuson and J. L. Granatstein, Lessons Learned? What Canada Should Learn
From Afghanistan (2011); the stories of Benjamin Hertwig; Christie Blatchford, Fifteen Days: Stories of Bravery,
Friendship, Life and Death From Inside the New Canadian Army (2008); Kevin Patterson, M.D. and Jane Warren, eds.,
Outside the Wire: The War in Afghanistan in the Words of Its Participants (2007); Graeme Smith, The Dogs are Eating
Them Now: Our War in Afghanistan (2013); Lieutenant Melanie Graham et al., Afghanistan: A Canadian Story As Told by
Men and Women Who Served (2014); Mohamedou Ould Slahi, Guantánamo Diary (2015); and Anand Gopal, No Good Men
Among the Living: America, the Taliban, and the War Through Afghan Eyes (2014). What did Canadian soldiers do, and
what did they endure in the war? How do they represent their experience, in itself and with respect to such key matters
as the War on Terror, state building, economic development, democracy, women's rights, the opium trade, civilian
casualties, friendly fire, and the Taliban? To what extent was the Canadian military involved with U.S. and NATO military
forces and intelligence services in the rounding up of “detainees” and “enemy combatants” for imprisonment, torture,
and rendition? How do the soldiers speak, and write, about coming home? How might we reckon the costs of the war?
Please send required files to: michael (dot) zeitlin (at) ubc (dot) ca
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The Vibratory Nexus: Vectors of Sonic Practice
Member-organized 26
Organizer: Eric Schmaltz (York)
In his book Sonic Warfare (2009), Steve Goodman describes what he refers to as a vibrational nexus, explained thusly:
"Vibrating entities are always entities out of phase with themselves. A vibratory nexus exceeds and precedes the
distinction between subject and object, constituting a mesh of relation in which discreet entities [ap]prehend each other’s
vibrations.” The vibrational nexus is the point at which the sonic engages a plethora of ontological and political terrains.
The sonic dimension has profound material and affective impacts on human and nonhuman life. Poets like Lillian Allen,
Jaap Blonk, Angela Rawlings, and Jordan Abel; DJs and producers such as A Tribe Called Red, Holly Herndon, and Kode 9;
as well as sound artists like Ann Southam, Janet Cardiff, and John Cage have cultivated practices that explore this
interdimensional meeting point. Attuned to these various artistic channels, this panel invites proposals on, but not limited
to, the material, psychological, and political dimensions of sound and vibration in the arts. Consideration will also be given
to college- and university-based artists, producers, poets, and musicians who can speak to their practice in relation to the
proposed panel.
Please send required files to: schmaltz (at) yorku (dot) ca

Transcultural Encounters: Iranian Diasporic Literature and Film
Member-organized 27
Veronica Thompson (Athabasca) and Manijeh Mannani (Athabasca)
Given the fast growing Iranian demographic in North America, including in urban centres in Canada, the current
retrenchment to nationalist rhetoric in the West, and the prolific output of Iranian artists, continued deep engagement
with works of fiction, life-writing, poetry, drama, and film by Iranian diasporic writers and artists, in particular IranianCanadians, is warranted. This panel seeks proposals on works that tackle trans-cultural encounters and exchanges
between Iran and the West. These works of art may engage with dialectics of identity and challenges of cultural and
linguistic diversity, displacement, and diaspora and exile. Papers that explore in new ways whether and how the tension
between tradition and modernity that has been pervasive in Iranian literature manifests in contemporary Iranian diasporic
works are encouraged. Also encouraged are papers that critically reflect on representations of gender identity and
sexuality within Iranian diaspora. Ideally the works will have been written in or translated into English, and be published
or produced in the last two decades.
Please send required files to: thompson (at) athabascau (dot) ca and manijehm (at) athabascau (dot) ca
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Trans/forming the Machine: Feminist Interventions in Digital Poetics
Member-organized 28
Organizers: Kate Siklosi (York) and Dani Spinosa (York)
If a poem is a machine to think with (Baldwin), how might the innovative methodologies, praxis, and ideology of digital
poetry rethink feminist practice? Many women writing electronic literature have used the convergence of both intensely
personal and highly impersonal data-gathering technology to create a unique hermeneutical fabric for investigating
feminist navigational politics through digital mediums. Writers as diverse as Ana Maria Uribe, M. D. Coverley, Kate
Pullinger, Shelley Jackson, and J. R. Carpenter all pose significant feminist interventions in digital poetics. In this panel, we
would like to examine how digital technologies and interfaces offer women, in particular, a means to challenge the tired
exclusionary politics of poetic conceptualism that have dominated experimental literary circles for decades.
We are particularly interested in papers that consider how feminist theories of diaspora, queerness, Indigeneity, race, and
nation are represented within, and transform the articulation of, digital poetics and its practices. Along these lines, how
can the tools of digital technology be used to further theoretically critical and culturally progressive poetic projects,
specifically for and by women? We are interested in both traditional conference papers and presentations of digital poetic
projects that engage the aforementioned questions.
Possible topics include, but are not limited to:
 Politics and poetics of digital mapping
 Spatial technologies and locative media
 Poetry-bots, generative poetry, hypertext fiction
 E-lit and embodiment
 Politics of interface design
 Digital challenges to subjectivity
 Collaborative authorship and communal writing
Please send required files to: katesiklosi (at) gmail (dot) com and genericpronoun (at) gmail (dot) com

Where Has All the Literature Gone?: The Future of English in the College Curriculum (Roundtable)
Member-organized 29
Organizer: Anne Gagne (Seneca)
Many scholars in Canada thrive in the academically rich and pedagogically rewarding college environment. However,
discussions about college teaching and research have been few. A national dialogue about college English curriculum as
well as the precarity of college teaching is often eclipsed by a focus on the university environment. Over the past decade,
some college systems have seen the systematic removal of mandatory literature courses in their curricula, yet the impact
this change has had on students and instructors has gone unexamined. What is motivating these curriculum changes? Are
the rationales for these changes well founded? Can standard communications courses expand critical-thinking? Is the
study of English literature a way to challenge or reinscribe post-secondary hierarchies? The purpose of this roundtable is
to foster dialogue about the disappearance of literature on college campuses and to invite renewed thinking about
literary analysis as pedagogical strategy.
Please send required files to: ann (dot) gagne (at) senecacollege (dot) ca
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Work and Labour during the Long Eighteenth Century
Member-organized 30
Organizer: Craig Patterson
As numerous social historians have established, definitions of, and ideas about work and labour changed significantly
during this period, as new methods of production and ideas about economics clashed with long-established doctrines and
time-honoured customs. This panel will look at how ideas about work and working changed in a world of shifting social
and political relations. It will consider how new discoveries—e.g., in science, in technology, as the result of colonial
expansion—created new categories of work or changed existing categories beyond recognition. And it will also reflect on
how changes in work and working affected specific human subjects: the workers themselves, whatever their
métiers. Participants are invited to reflect on works/working and labour in the broadest sense of those terms and from a
variety of critical perspectives.
Papers might address (but are not limited to) the following topics:
 The gender of labour
 Authors as labourers
 Affective labour
 “Women’s work” and Working Women
 Labour unrest
 Economic theory and labour
 Emerging capitalism and its effect on work
 Statistics and work
 Work and colonialism
 Labour and nationalism
 Labour and craft
 Transatlantic labour
 Servitude, slavery, and suffering
 Labour and time
Please send required files to: craig (dot) patterson (at) humber (dot) ca

In addition to member-organized
professional issues panels, watch
for panels from ACCUTE’s
Committee for Professional
Concerns at
accute.ca
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Joint Panel CFPs
The following CFPs are for panels, held at the ACCUTE conference, that are jointly sponsored by
ACCUTE and another organization. (Read through the newsletter, or click to see the web-versions, of
our general, open-field call for papers and our member-organized panels).
(In addition to the joint sessions, two allied associations, CLSG and ARCYP, also meet during ACCUTE's
conference. Click their titles to go to their websites, where you will find their CFPs and submission
information.)
For joint panels, all submissions should be directed to the contact person named in the relevant CFP
and should include the following (in PDF when possible):
o
o
o
o

A 300- to 500-word proposal (with NO identifying marks of any kind)
A 100-word abstract
A 50-word bio
A 2017 Proposal Submissions Information Sheet (note: Word file)

Note: You must be a member in good standing, either of ACCUTE or of the cosponsoring
organization, to apply to a joint session panel. However, only ACCUTE members are eligible for travel
funds from ACCUTE. If the joint organizer rejects your submission for its panel with ACCUTE, the panel
organizer does not generally forward your paper to the general pool. If the organizer does forward it,
the association may still consider your proposal for its other programming during ACCUTE 2017 if
space and time allow, and if the association feels that it would be a good fit in a generalist panel, but
you must then be an ACCUTE member.
The deadline for all proposals is 1 November 2016.

Critical Challenges and the Changing Academy: A Panel for Herb Wyile
The Association for Canadian and Québec Literatures (ACQL)
Organizer: Tanis MacDonald (Wilfrid Laurier)
This special joint session between ACCUTE and ACQL will be in honour of the life and work of Herb Wyile, critic, editor,
and mentor to many in the Canadian scholarly community. We seek papers in the areas of Herb’s critical passions and
scholarly practice: critiques of the discourses of neoliberalism, austerity, and globalism as a colonizing force in Canada
and in the academy in particular. Papers that address Atlantic Canadian literature and Canadian historical literature in
this context are especially welcomed, along with discussions of rethinking the humanities as a critical concern, including
the practices of mentorship, peer support, or editorship in the classroom, department, critical field, or scholarly
publication.
Please send required files to: tmacdonald (at) wlu (dot) ca
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Atwood and the Visual
The Margaret Atwood Society
Organizer: Karen Macfarlane (Mount Saint Vincent)
This session focuses on Atwood’s use of visual media, visual art, and visual imagery in her work. Proposals are invited
for papers that consider Atwood’s relation to and use of visual media, visual art etc across genres and media. Papers
can address her inclusion of visual material as part of her written work (eg. The Journals of Susanna Moodie), her own
visual art, performance as visual spectacle, her responses to visual material, references and uses of visual material in
her fiction and poetry etc.
Please send required files to: karen (dot) macfarlane (at) msvu (dot) ca

Cognition Estrangement in American SF
Canadian Association for American Studies (CAAS)
Organizers: Brian Greenspan (Carleton) and Jason Haslam (Dalhousie)
In 1979, Darko Suvin proposed the concept of “cognitive estrangement” as a key element of a generic definition for
science fiction, arguing that while SF seemed fundamentally non-realist, still it strives to abide by cognitive (read: logical
and extrapolative) processes, a definition that with some changes is still often used (as in Freedman’s “cognition
effect”). “Cognition,” however, goes generally unexplored in these definitions. This panel aims to critique or otherwise
expand this generic focus by exploring how science fiction, speculative fiction, fantasy and other non-realist modes of
American fiction (including print, film, television, and other media) attempt to posit new forms of cognition itself. From
artificial intelligence, to communal affect, to non-Cartesian subjectivities, science fiction and related forms regularly
challenge, rather than simply or tacitly support, the Enlightenment’s privileging of thought. To explore these issues, this
panel invites papers on speculative works that explore cognition. Topics could include, but are not limited to:











Artificial intelligence;
SF and non-Eurocentric notions of self;
Digital information control;
Science, SF, and affect;
Fantasy and cognition
Identity, position and SF
Hive minds and humanity;
Object ontology and cognition;
Robots and other uncanny subjects;
and others.

Please send required files to: brain (dot) greenspan (at) carleton (dot) ca and jason (dot) haslam (at) dal (dot) ca
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Racing Against the Numbers: Speculating Racialized Futurity
Canadian Association for American Studies (CAAS)
Organizers: Brent Ryan Bellamy (Memorial) and Shama Rangwala (Alberta)
“At the current rate, it would take until the year 2241 for the average black family to accumulate wealth equal to what
white families have today. And it would take Latinos until 2097 to reach parity with whites…assuming the average
wealth of white families holds steady at today’s levels.”—Kate Davidson, The Wall Street Journal
The crux of racialization and futurity has been building pressure of late: un(der)employment, incarceration, and the
violence of policing, whether State sanctioned or otherwise, overshadows the present for racialized Americans.
Whereas Davidson’s article takes a material present and projects an outcome along the same trajectory, this panel is
interested in how narratives imagine the present and possible futures differently than this form of journalistic
materialism. We invite papers that situate themselves in recent data regarding racialized people and populations in
America and develop critical readings of recent texts (broadly conceived). How are narrative texts imagining the world
otherwise? What do the data offer to a critical approach to literary studies, and conversely what do literary studies offer
analyses grounded in the quantifiable present? Areas to consider include: Afrofuturism, democracy, environmental
disasters, prison writing, speculative fiction, border studies, the representation of protest movements, and riots.
Works Cited:
Davidson, Kate. “It Would Take 228 Years for Black Families to Amass Wealth of White Families, Analysis Says.” The Wall
Street Journal. 9 Aug 2016. Web. 10 Aug 2016.
Please send required files to: bbellamy (at) ualberta (dot) ca and srangwal (at) ualberta (dot) ca
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Canada’s 2017 Copyright Review: Academics’ Perspectives
Canadian Society for Digital Humanities (CSDH/SCHN)
Organizer: Mack A. McCutcheon (Athabasca)
This panel provides an opportunity for postsecondary educators to publicly share their perspectives on the federal
government’s upcoming review of Canada’s amended copyright law (tentatively scheduled for fall 2017). Academics’
perspectives are urgently needed here, because the public discourse on copyright policy has been antagonizing academics;
this public discourse is dominated by the views of publishers and copyright holders’ intermediaries who are calling for the
government to revise if not retract the legislative expansions of fair dealing (see Owens). In 2012, those expansions,
together with key Supreme Court rulings, brought a copyright law that had long been skewed in favour of rights holders
back into better balance between those interests and the interests of users and educators. Since then, however, rights
holders’ lobbyists like Access Copyright and the Writers’ Union of Canada (see Menzies) have been claiming that fair
dealing is endangering Canadian publishing and content creation (especially the fair dealing exercised by those universities
which, as it happens, have stopped doing business with Access Copyright). How do we as educators and researchers (not
to mention as promoters of culture) respond to these accusations? How can we demonstrate the social and economic
value of what Coombe et al call “dynamic fair dealing”?
Papers might address the following topics:
 critiques of the Price-Waterhouse-Cooper study (which has been cited by copyright maximalists & even the WIPO
as evidence fair dealing is hurting publishing; see Nair)
 how writers and creators need fair dealing as much as teachers and researchers do (if not moreso)
 copyright and the right to free expression
 copyright and human rights
 interrogating the divisive discourse of “educators versus creators”
 fair dealing and Open Educational Resources (OERs)
 copyright, fair dealing, and scholarly publishing: traditional and emergent modes of disseminating and mobilizing
knowledge
 postsecondary education as promoter of Canadian culture (not as pirate or parasite)
Works Cited
Coombe, Rosemary, et al, editors. Dynamic Fair Dealing: Creating Canadian Culture Online. U of Toronto P, 2014.
Menzies, Heather. “The copyright act needs to be edited — for writers’ survival.” Globe and Mail, 14 Jan. 2016,
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/f/article28197828/.
Nair, Meera. “With due respect to Price Waterhouse Coopers.” Fair Duty, 3 Aug. 2015,
https://fairduty.wordpress.com/2015/08/03/with-due-respect-to-pricewaterhousecoopers/.
Owens, Richard C. “Fix Canada’s copyright law before it puts publishers out of business.” Financial Post, 26 Jul. 2016,
http://business.financialpost.com/fp-comment/richard-c-owens-fix-canadas-copyright-law-before-it-puts-publishers-outof-business.
Please send required files to: mccutcheon (at) athabascau (dot) ca
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Precarity and Research in the Humanities
Canadian Society for Digital Humanities (CSDH/SCHN)
Organizers: Emily Christina Murphy (Queen’s) and Lai-Tze Fan (Concordia)
Current discussions on precarity in the Canadian academe respond to the economic structures of university labour. The
increasing dependence of universities on temporary teaching staff and the paucity of “alt-ac” positions have dominated
conversations about precarious labour and the changing nature of early career researchers.
However, early career researchers in precarious situations frequently win grants and lead major research projects.
Research also happens in the precariat. Addressing this gap in the conversation, we propose to examine the means by
which research in the precariat contributes substantially to the body of original, essential research in academic
professions.
ACCUTE has been at the forefront of discussions on the precarity of academic labour. In turn, the digital humanities
community, spearheaded in Canada by CSDH-SCHN, has concentrated on alt-ac positions and collaborative work as
possible responses to the crisis of academic labour. These associations constitute a vibrant community of early career
researchers whose experiences provide insight into how research is accomplished in the changing academy.
We seek papers that respond to these and other topics:
 access and use of resources, including digital and financial;
 the impact of changing modes of publication and dissemination;
 recognition, honours, and rewards for researchers across labour categories;
 extra-institutional support.
Please send required files to: 5em18 (at) queensu (dot) ca and laitze (dot) fan (at) concordia (dot) ca

War, Trauma, and Healing
Christianity and Literature Study Group (CLSG)
Organizers: Katherine Quinsey (Windsor) and Tina Trigg (The King’s University)
The centenary of the battle of Vimy Ridge in WW1 and the sesquicentennial of Canadian Confederation are significant
historical events this year, reflecting critically upon the daily reality of war in an ever-shrinking world. In the light of these
anniversaries this panel welcomes papers on the image, idea, and reality of war, the trauma it produces, and the
possibility of healing, specifically as enacted through creative textual expression in multiple forms and genres. Papers
could address the idea, metaphor, and reality of war as engaged by texts, its intersection of spiritual and physical, of
idealized principle and economic and political imperatives; the meaning and impact of orchestrated violence; or different
forms of and purposes for warfare, both literal and metaphorical, physical, moral, and spiritual. They could focus on warrelated trauma and responses to it through narrative fiction, poetry, performance, or cross-media genres, considering
how and whether writing and text operate as emotional, spiritual, moral agents in the process of healing, in either a
communal or an individual context. They can consider the role of religious faith in this context, as represented,
interrogated, explored, or expressed through the texts under consideration, in which the material and the spiritual meet
in textual and emotional terms. Papers on Canadian literature are welcome, but the panel encourages a trans-national
perspective if possible.
Please send required files to: kateq (at) uwindsor (dot) ca and tina (dot) trigg (at) kingsu (dot) ca
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Slings & Arrows: Shakespeare and Canada
Canadian Shakespeare Association (CSA/ACS)
Organizers: Kailin Wright (StFX), Don Moore (Guelph), and Andrew Bretz (Wilfrid Laurier)
Slings & Arrows explores how Canadian theatre represents Shakespeare but also how Shakespeare represents Canada.
The hit Canadian television series dramatizes the inner workings of Canada’s Stratford Theatre Festival or what the show
calls “the New Burbage Festival.” In each of the three seasons, New Burbage mounts a Shakespearean tragedy—Hamlet,
Macbeth, and King Lear, respectively—as the backstage actors re-live the narrative. A popular series in Canada and
abroad: the show won 22 television awards; received rave reviews in the United States; and the Brazil adaptation, Som e
Fúria earned audiences of 18 million. Slings & Arrows performs national identity and in doing so satirizes both Canada as a
nation and Shakespeare as a high-art object of veneration. This panel aims to examine this quintessentially Canadian
television series in the context of intermediality, national identity, and Shakespeare studies. Papers on a range of topics
related to Slings & Arrows are welcome, including the following:
 Intermediality
 Adaptation
 Nationhood
 Shakespeare
 Hauntings
 Culture
 Audience
 Satire
 History
Please send required files to: CAS (dot) ACS (dot) English (at) gmail (dot) com

Gothic Objects
International Gothic Association
Organizer: Karen Macfarlane (Mount Saint Vincent)
This session focuses on the inherently uncanny, unsettling nature of objects. Proposals are invited for papers that focus on
the Gothic nature of objects in any genre, through a variety of theoretical lenses, across, within, as media and beyond.
Please send required files to: karen (dot) macfarlane (at) msvu (dot) ca
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Romanticism, Nation and Community (I & II)
North American Society for the Study of Romanticism (NASSR)
Organizer: Kir Kuiken (Albany, SUNY)
This proposal consists of two jointly sponsored (NASSR/ACCUTE) panels (each with three presentations of twenty
minutes apiece). The panels will explore how Romantic authors, philosophers and political thinkers sought to develop
new forms of community that exceeded the dominant liberal model of individual association. Recently, critics such as
David Simpson and Saree Makdisi have sought to rethink Romantic writers’ persistent focus on the foundations of the
social, problematizing the idea that, in defining their conceptions of community, the Romantics relied on notions of
organic community, or on nostalgia for pre-industrial societies. Once we move beyond these conceptions, what
resources does Romanticism still contain for rethinking the problematic of community otherwise? How might its
grappling with the major form of community of its era—the nation-state—help us to understand the crisis of the nationstate today? What other forms of community did Romanticism help envision? What role did literature and the arts play
in this conceptualization, and how did Romanticism respond to the various crises of political, social and religious
authority at work in the period?
These questions could be approached in a variety of ways. One possible starting could be the concept of “the nation”
itself: when Romantic authors talk about the “home” (Wordsworth), or the “Heimat” (Hölderlin), are these terms
commensurate with the concept of the “nation” as a homogeneous shared identity? Which forms of community were
privileged by Romanticism, and to what end? Proposals might also explore the question of the construction of
community in Romanticism through the “economy” of a relation between the “proper” and “the foreign,” understood
as broadly as possible, whether through gender and class distinctions, or as a relation between metropole and
periphery: is every Romantic conception of community relational, requiring something “foreign” against which to
measure itself? If so, do these conceptions participate in, or challenge, the patriarchal, national, colonial or imperial
projects of the era? How might Romantic conceptions of community inform our own era, so desperately in need of a
conception of the global commons?
Please send required files to: kkuiken (at) albany (dot) edu

On the job market? Search job
postings on the ACCUTE website
here.
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Many Happy Returns: The Anniversary in Victorian Britain
Victorian Studies Association of Ontario (VSAO)
Organizer: Tina Choi (York)
On the occasion of its own fiftieth anniversary, the Victorian Studies Association of Ontario invites proposals that
address the topic of anniversaries in and of Victorian culture. Literary representations of anniversaries and annual
commemorations range from the mournful to the joyous and even laughable: Tennyson’s contemplation of Hallam’s
absence every Christmas, Esther Summerson’s “most melancholy” childhood birthdays, triumphal Jubilee poetry, and
Alice’s 364 un-birthdays. They describe a cultural space for the exercise of individual and collective memory, different
practices of counting, religious and secular rituals, and totems of personal, national, and imperial devotion. Proposals
might also consider the memorializing of events within literary works or the memorializing of literary works as events,
or offer a retrospective analysis of a work on its anniversary.
We invite prospective panelists to interpret the topic broadly and imaginatively, and especially welcome papers
adopting an interdisciplinary approach. Papers might address:
 anniversaries and birthdays in Victorian literature and culture
 commemorative artefacts and rituals
 Queen Victoria’s Jubilees
 works or authors celebrating significant “birthdays” or “deathdays” in 2017
 the literary significance of 1867’s historical milestones (e.g., the Second Reform Act, Canadian Confederation)
 150 years of commemorative Blue Plaques
 the marking of recurring events or moments
 the commodities of birthdays and anniversaries: food, gifts
Speakers must be members of VSAO and ACCUTE at the time of the conference. The second oldest Victorian studies
association in the world, the VSAO welcomes new members from universities, libraries, museums – all those who share
an interest in Victorian culture. For more information about VSAO, please visit http://vsao.apps01.yorku.ca.
Please send required files to: VSAOatACCUTE (at) gmail (dot) com

We’ve got a series of exciting
board-sponsored panels in the
works, and we’ll update you in
the months to come. They’re
sure to be epic!
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ACCUTE Membership
It Benefits You; It Benefits Our Profession
ACCUTE’S MISSION
To promote the interests of those teaching and researching in the various fields of English Studies in
Canadian colleges and universities by facilitating the dissemination and exchange of research and
the exploration of professional issues, by organizing scholarly and professional meetings, by seeking
to improve working conditions, by representing and promoting the scholarly and research interests
of members before such bodies as provincial and federal granting agencies, and by supporting the
interests and aspirations of members entering the profession.

AS AN ACCUTE MEMBER, YOU GAIN:
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Four print issues annually of cutting-edge scholarship from ESC: English Studies in Canada , the
nation's leading generalist journal in the discipline and a global force in multidisciplinary humanities
scholarship (ESC is downloaded more than 80,000 times per year in over 80 countries);
A direct political voice in one of the largest and most recognized humanities associations in Canada;
Membership in the Canadian Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences (CFHSS), which
lobbies on our behalf to SSHRC and the Federal government;
Eligibility for travel funds to present at our annual conference, where scholars from around Canada
and the world discuss research, teaching, and professional concerns, and where experts from
across all areas and methodologies of English studies can offer you new insights and areas of
inquiry;
The right to propose conference panels (all papers are anonymously peer-reviewed);
Access and the right to submit to the quarterly ACCUTE Newsletter, with articles about scholarly and
professional concerns, as well as advocacy documents and surveys and data on the profession;
Access and the right to submit to ACCUTE’s social media (Facebook and Contract Academic Faculty
Caucus Facebook, Twitter @ACCUTEnglish and @ACCUTE_CAF) and its blog English Matters, which
builds on our advocacy voice and opens space for discussion, promotes your Calls for Papers, and
provides our well-known jobs list of academic and other pertinent employment opportunities.

YOUR ACCUTE MEMBERSHIP SUPPORTS THE PROFESSION:
o
o

o
o

o

ACCUTE advocates for improvements to working conditions in the Canadian academy, including issues
related to Contract Academic Faculty;
We developed a best practices document regarding contract faculty employment, which was
unanimously supported by the Canadian Association of Chairs of English and sent to English
departments across Canada;
Working with CFHSS, we are lobbying SSHRC regarding our members’ research needs;
ACCUTE is regularly consulted by CFHSS, SSHRC, and other agencies regarding professional and
scholarly policy matters, including, recently, open-access policies, metrics, and other issues;
ACCUTE’s presidents and board members address universities, colleges, government,
government agencies, and national forums on pressing scholarly and professional issues.
Membership in ACCUTE is ... a chance to be part of conversations and initiatives that
help nourish and protect intellectual interests while promoting the public interest in a
robust and diverse Canadian academy. ... No one should miss that opportunity. – Len
Findlay, Distinguished Professor, University of Saskatchewan

www.accute.ca
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The ACCUTE Board of Directors

With thanks…

Manina Jones (President)

The ACCUTE office runs only with the help of the ACCUTE

Madeline Bassnett (Vice-President)

board and past offices, as well as the support of Western

Ross Daniel Bullen (CAF Caucus Rep)

University’s Department of English and Writing Studies

Kala Hirtle (President, Graduate Student Caucus Rep)

and the Faculty of Arts and Humanities.

Veronica Austin (Member-at-Large, Prof. Concerns)
Laura Robinson (Member-at-Large, Priestley Prize)

But we especially want to thank ACCUTE’s members.

Brenna Clarke Gray (Member-at-large)

Thank you for your support, and please don’t forget to

Jason Haslam (Past President)

renew your membership. It’s quick and easy, and you

Mike O’Driscoll (Co-editor, ESC) (ex-officio)

can do it online!

Mark Simpson (Co-editor, ESC) (ex-officio)
Jacqueline Jenkins (CACE President) (ex-officio)

The ACCUTE Office
Stephanie Oliver (ACCUTE Office Coordinator)
Nahmi Lee (RA)
Hanji Lee (RA)
Natalie Wong (RA)
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